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WE WANT TO
MAKE IT
EASY FOR YOU
When you work with us, we see you as
a business partner. We don’t want to
sell you “our” solution, we want to find
a solution that fits you. That is why we
always ask you a lot of questions about
your project. We want to make your
challenge easier to manage for both
you and us. You are the expert on
your process and your production.
Therefore, it is always in cooperation
with you and based on your information
that we work on your solution.

CREATING SUCCESS TOGETHER
Newtronic is about people. It is vital that our employees believe in Newtronic and are
happy to work here. It is equally important that our business partners are happy to do
business with us. That goes for those who produce our products as well as for you, who
are using our solutions. We ensure that through openness, honesty and dialogue.

OUR INTERNAL
BUSINESS PARTNERS

OUR EXTERNAL
BUSINESS PARTNERS

Our focus is always THE SOLUTION. Often, we can
find a good solution together with our business
partners. But sometimes we can’t supply the
optimal solution. Therefore we have an open
partnership with a range of businesses that are
able to supply the solutions, that we can’t.

We distribute electrical heating products and
-solutions, sensors, controllers, heat sinks and
thermally conductive materials. Our business is divided
into four areas:
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OUR HISTORY

2002: Newtronic is founded by Niels Regel.

If you need a custom made solution or you need guidance. you should talk to our technical consultants.
They are ready to talk to you on +45 7669 7090 or info@newtronic.dk. If you need a standard solution,
you can often find it in our webshop Newtronic Online on www.newtronic-online.dk.

2005: First employee is hired.
2012: Newtronic moves from the shared offices at

Tobaksgården to its own offices at Langmarksvej in
Horsens,Denmark.

YOUR PORTAL GIVES YOU A COMPLETE OVERVIEW

When you make a frame og stock agreement with us, we want to make sure, that you have a complete
overview of your solutions. At any given time we want you to be able to access information about stock
status, as well as all data about your solutions. How is that possible when your solutions are in our stock?
The answer is Your Portal.

OCTOBER 2018:

Jesper Juul is new CEO
of Newtronic. Niels
Regel takes position as
head of the board.

ONE LOGIN IS ALL YOU NEED
JANUARY 2019: Newtronic

moves to new and bigger
facilities on Ove Jensens Alle
35 in Horsens, Denmark.

With Your Portal you get one login for all the informations you need about your goods. You can see all the
solutions that you have in your stock agreement - and you can see how many are left on stock.
For every solution you can see datasheets and drawings so you have all information available digitally whenever it suits you. You can order digitally via Your Portal or by purchase order as you are used to.
If your company has divisions in different locations, one login can ensure that employees across divisions
have access to all the same information about the solutions that you have in our stock.

YOUR PORTAL IS JUST FOR YOU

With a few clicks you can shop like you do on any other webshop. The difference is, that on Your Portal
you can order solutions that are tailormade for your production. The solutions in Your Portal are only
visible to you and whoever you share your login with. Your Portal fits you and your business.

APRIL 2019: Newtronic’s new visuel identity is revealed. Part of the

INDUSTRY

new visual material are three new brochures that visualize the division
of our activities into three business areas: Industry, HVAC & Building
Automation and Heat Sinks. Later that month a new website in Danish
and English is released.

HVAC & BUILDING
AUTOMATION

HEAT SINKS

AUGUST 2019: Newtronic

launches Automation as fourth
business area.

REACH US HERE:

AUTOMATION

FEBRUAR 2020: Newtronic
launches new customer portal.
SEPTEMBER 2019: Newtronic’s new webshop is

launched under the name Newtronic Online.

MARTS 2020: Newtronic

opens office in Copenhagen.

Main office:
Ove Jensens Alle 35F
DK-8700 Horsens
Copenhagen office:
Symbion, Fruebjergvej 3
DK-2100 København.
T: +45 7669 7090
E: info@newtronic.dk
CVR nr. DK-26638577
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Newtronic counsel, design and distribute
solutions within electrical heating, sensors,
controllers, heat sinks and thermally
conductive material. The challenges are often
complex, but we aim to make the process as
uncomplicated as possible. We believe in a
close dialogue with our business partners.
Because we know,
that a good solutions fits you.
www.newtronic.eu

www.newtronic-online.dk

Ove Jensens Alle 35 F
DK-8700 Horsens
Denmark
www.newtronic.eu
+45 7669 7090

